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The main theoretical models of the classical size e�ect in thin metal �lms are analysed. A

new model of charge transport in a thin polycrystalline �lm is suggested. It is assumed that a

polycrystalline �lm consists of the grains which are situated in the layer with a heterogeneous

cross{section. The amplitude of surface macroscopic roughness is commensurable with the average

grains radius. The development of this model allowed us not only to describe the surface and grain{

boundary scattering of charge carriers in polycrystalline �lms, but also to estimate the middle

value of surface roughness parameter. The derived theoretical expressions were used to explain the

experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Thin �lms are the subject of great attention in many

theoretical and experimental investigations. The interest

in �lm properties is caused on the one hand by the ex-

tensive perspectives of practical application of thin �lms

in new technologies. On the other hand the investigation

of thin �lms allows to obtain a very interesting infor-

mation about some fundamental properties of solids and

their surfaces. The study of electrical properties of thin

�lms was begun by J. J. Thomson, who was the �rst

to explain thin �lm resistivity deviation from those of

bulk metal as a result of additional scattering of elec-

trons by surfaces. There were many attempts to describe

the electrical properties of the �nite size samples. In most

cases the sample size limit does not lead to deections

of thin metal �lms electronic structure, and the surface

inuence results as an additional source of electron scat-

tering. On the other hand the thin �lms structure is usu-

ally more imperfect than the bulk material structure. A

�ne{grained polycrystalline thin �lm consists of a great

number of crystallites. The grain boundaries in this case

are also scattering centers. In this paper we shall anal-

yse the main theoretical models of charge transport in

thin �lms. We shall propose some supplements to these

models.

II. PARALLEL{PLANE FILM MODEL

The �rst consistent theory of the electron transport in

thin metal �lms was suggested by K. Fuchs [1] who pro-

posed the model of uniform and homogeneous parallel{

plane layer. The theory was developed for free electron

Sommerfeld metal �lms. There are two sources of elec-

tron scattering in thin �lm: the background (volume)

scattering, available in bulk materials, and surface scat-

tering the relative contribution of which depends on the

thin �lm thickness d. An expression for thin �lm con-

ductivity is derived by considering the statistical distri-

bution of all the electrons and solving the Boltzmann

transport equation with the appropriate boundary con-

ditions. Fuchs at �rst assumed that electrons were dif-

fusely scattered at the surfaces and lost their momen-

tum in the direction of the applied electrical �eld (i.e. all

electrons were unspecularly reected) and then modi�ed

this theory by assuming that the fraction p of electrons

was reected specularly from the surfaces and the frac-

tion (1 � p) of electrons was scattered from the surfaces

nonspecularly. Sondheimer [2] extended this theory to

galvanomagnetic e�ects. The famous Fuchs{Sondheimer

(F{S) expression for thin �lm conductivity is as follows:
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where � and � are the conductivity and resistivity of thin

�lms, �

1

and �

1

are the same parameters characteriz-

ing the in�nitely thick �lm; k = d=�, d | is the �lm

thickness and � | is the mean free path of electrons

in the in�nitely thick �lm. The approximate expressions

are often used in practice. For thick �lms (d >> �) the

following expression is used:
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In the same manner the equations characterizing the

size dependence of the temperature coe�cient of resis-

tance (TCR) �, the Hall coe�cient R

2

and thermoelec-

tric power S

3

were obtained. The F{S theory is widely

used to analyse experimental results in metal �lms. The

theory was improved by many investigators, in particu-

lar by Lucas, Ziman, So�er, Parrot and Cottey. Yet it
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has the following basic de�ciencies:

� F{S theory doesn't pay attention to real electron

structure features of thin �lm's material. The the-

ory is developed for an ideal Sommerfeld metal.

� The theory neglects the contribution of various

statical defects of thin �lm structure on the elec-

tron scattering process.The inuence of grain{

boundary scattering on the electron transport is

not examined.

� In the equations for kinetic coe�cients there are

three transport parameters p, � and �

1

(or �

1

,

R

1

, S

1

), which are assumed to remain constant.

This is actually not true. The mentioned parame-

ters may be considered as characteristics of a given

thin �lm and they cannot be expressed unequivo-

cally with the help of the bulk material's parame-

ters.

� The theory assumes a �lm to be a plane paral-

lel layer. The real �lm is not a plane parallel slab.

There are macroscopic thickness nonuniformities in

a real �lm. Some of the mentioned de�ciencies of

the F{S theory were improved in further investiga-

tions.

III. NAMBA MODEL

Namba [4] proposed to include the inuence of the ge-

ometrical nonuniform cross{section of the �lm due to

macroscopic surface roughness into the expression for

the thin �lm resistivity. The surface roughness pro�le

was represented as one{dimensional function in the cur-

rent ow direction. It was supposed that the local �lm

thickness deviation from the average thickness could be

expressed by sine{shaped function. The local �lm thick-

ness d(x) at the point x can be expressed by:

d(x) = d+ h � sin 2�x=L (3)

where d is the average �lm thickness, h is the amplitude

of the �lm roughness and L is the roughness correlation

length. Thus, the overall �lm resistivity � is expressed as

� = (d=L) �

L

Z

0

�[d(x)]=d(x)dx (4)

where �[d(x)] is the local �lm resistivity calculated ac-

cording to F{S theory. The experimental results can be

�tted by equation (4), using h as the �tting parame-

ter. The Namba model leads to a stronger increasing of

�lm resistivity with decreasing of �lm thickness than the

plane{parallel model predicts. The Namba model is use-

ful for very thin �lms. The application of equation (4)

to analyze the experimental results allows to estimate

the �lm's roughness average amplitude. The main weak-

nesses of this model are: (1) the model is essentially one{

dimensional, (2) the sine function is not a good approxi-

mation of real thin �lm thickness deviations. It must be

noticed that the attempt to take into account the exis-

tence of two{dimensional surface roughness immediately

makes the calculation unpreciselly inaccurate, because

the additional �tting parameter is necessary. The Namba

model does not pay any attention to the structure of thin

�lms, including the grain{boundaries existence.

Fig. 1. Thickness{dependent resistivity of nickel �lms pre-

pared in vacuum 10

�7

Pa (1). The theoretical curves com-

puted for � � d = f(d) with the help of expression (9). Param-

eter h = 2; 4 nm (2), h = 3; 1 nm (3), h = 3; 8 nm (4). The

experimental data are shown as points.

IV. THE INTERNAL SIZE{EFFECT

The contribution of crystalline boundaries to total

electron scattering in the �lm is important because the

typical grain size is often comparable to the electron

mean free path �. It is expected that scattering at grain

boundaries will make a signi�cant contribution to the

�lm resistivity. This e�ect will be particularly strong in

�ne{grained �lms. In some cases when the linear grain

sizes depend on the �lm thickness, the F{S model can not

be used for the description of the �lm's resistivity size

dependence. The corresponding �

1

value is necessary

for every crystalline linear size, because the �lm struc-

ture changes with the �lm's thickness variation. In gen-

eral, such a conclusion can be made from internal size{

e�ect models analysed below. The �rst grain{boundary

electron scattering model was developed by Mayadas

and Shatzkes [5] (M{S model).The grains are assumed

to have equal size and separated by grain boundaries,

which are perpendicular to the �lm planes. The grain{

boundary scattering occurs in the �lm simultaneously
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with the isotropic background scattering. The grain{

boundary scattering e�ect on the electron transport in

the �lm is described in terms of the structural parameter

� which describes the geometry of grain and scattering

power of its boundaries:

� = �

0

� r=D(1� r) (5)

where D is the average grain diameter, r is the grain

boundary reection parameter with the values between

0 and 1, �

0

is the mean free path of electrons in bulk

crystal. The ratio of the bulk resistivity �

0

to the resis-

tivity of in�nitely thick polycrystalline �lm �

1

can be

simpli�ed in such a way:
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A further extension of the M{S model was given by Tel-

lier, Tosser, Pichard, Warkusz, et all. Due to their ef-

forts, the one{dimensional M{S model was transformed

to a model which is useful to describe the transverse

e�ects, such as the Hall e�ect. The electron transport

phenomena in single crystalline, polycrystalline �lms and

�lms grown in a columnar fashion were described. The

expressions obtained in the investigations were widely

employed to explain the experimental data. The grain{

boundary e�ect on the electron transport is characterized

by the parameter t. This parameter expresses the proba-

bility of electron transmission through a grain boundary.

Tellier, Tosser and Pichard had studied the properties of

the parameter t. The parameter t does not depend on the

temperature [6] and energy of electrons [7]. The grain{

boundary scattering in polycrystalline �lms is isotropic.

Grain con�guration deviation from a cubic shape does

not have an inuence on the grain{boundary scattering

[8]. The correlation between in�nitely thick �lm resistiv-

ity �

1

and the analogous bulk crystal parameter �

0

for a

polycrystalline �lm approximately may be expressed as:

�=�

0

� 1 + 3�

0

(1� t)=D(1 + t) (7)

The resistivity temperature coe�cient of an in�nitely

thick �lm �

1

may be evaluated using the correlation

�

1

=�
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� �
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and the Hall coe�cient R

1

� R

0

. The

main de�ciency of the internal size e�ect theory is as

follows. The inuence surface scattering on the charge

transport in the �lm is taken into account in the same

way as in the F{S theory. The �lm surfaces are consid-

ered to be parallel planes. There are only point scatter-

ing centres on these planes. A real polycrystalline �lm is

not a parallel plane. Therefore the macroscopic thickness

nonuniformities can inuence the transport of charge car-

riers in a thin �lm.

V. THE HETEROGENEOUS CROSS SECTION

POLYCRYSTALLINE FILM MODEL

For the �rst time such a model was proposed in our

paper [9]. From the point of view suggested in [9] the

most realistic model of the geometrical structure of a

polycrystalline metal �lm is the following one. The poly-

crystalline �lm consists of the crystallites situated ran-

domly in a layer of heterogeneous cross{section. The am-

plitude of surface macroscopic roughness is commensu-

rable with the average grain radius. Of course, the main

mechanisms of electron scattering in a polycrystalline

�lm besides the volume scattering are surface and grain{

boundary scattering. The most realistic theory of grain{

boundary scattering in a polycrystalline �lm have been

developed by Tellier, Tosser and Pichard (T{T{P the-

ory). The surface scattering in this theory has been de-

scribed by the Cottey{model [10] which is the develop-

ment of plane{parallel model. Namba's model of the het-

erogeneous cross{section layer may be used to describe

the inuence of surface scattering on the electron trans-

port in a polycrystalline �lm, because the real �lm's sur-

face is not a plane. Therefore, the expressions derived

in the framework of the M{S or T{T{P theories may

be substituted into expression (4) as the local resistivity

to compute the resistivity �, corresponding to the av-

erage �lm thickness d. The � value may be compared

with experimental data. Similarly the average values of

the other kinetic coe�cients were calculated [11]. In the

three{dimensional T{T{P model [12], the general formu-

lation for the average polycrystalline �lm's resistivity can

be written as:
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Z
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f2 � [1=�+ (1� c)=�]=(d+ h � sin(2�x=L)) � [a� 0:5 + (1� a

2

) � ln(1 + 1=a)])gdx (8)

with

a = (1 + c

2

=�)=[1=�+ (1� c)=�]; c = 4=p

� = d(1 + p)=2�

0

(1� p); � = D(1 + t)=2�

0

(1� t)

In the framework of this model some approximate expressions which are useful to the analysis of experimental

data were obtained. The modi�ed M{S expression for the �lm's resistivity may be written in such a form:
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]

1

2
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Expressions (8) and (9) were used in our previous ex-

perimental investigations to �t the theoretical depen-

dences to the experimental data for V and Pd �lms

[13]. As an example in Fig. 1 the experimental data

(the points) and the theoretical dependences (continu-

ous lines) for �ne{grained thin nickel �lms are shown.

The experimental details were described in our previous

investigations [13,14]. The F{S model may be used to ex-

amine the experimental � size dependence, because the

average crystalline size has been found to be indepen-

dent on the �lm thickness (D � 8{10 nm). In this case

the � � d dependence on the �lm thickness d must be a

straight line. When the �lm thickness d exceeds 15 nm,

the linear dependence remains, but in the 8{15 nm range

a deviation from a straight line is observed. This devia-

tion is caused by the �lm thickness irregularities. Curves

2{4 were calculated using expression (9) for the values

of h equalling 2.4; 3.1 and 3.8 nm. It is clear that the

best �tting of the theoretical curve to experimental data

is observed for h = 3:1 nm. This result agrees well with

the STM data obtained by Ho�mann, Vancea and Jacob

[15] for the nickel �lm surface roughness.

Fig. 2. The theoretical curves for �=�

0

size dependences:

h = 0(1), h = D[1� exp(�2d=D)]=2 (2), h = D=2.

The analysis of the results of experimental investiga-

tions shows that the value h is usually slightly smaller

than the average grains radius: h � D=2. In some cases

the surface roughness amplitude is not constant and de-

pends on the �lm average thickness because the average

grain size depends on the �lm thickness, too. So, the h

value is a �lm thickness function h = h(d). The substitu-

tion of h = h(d) into expression (8) is needed to calculate

the resistivity thickness dependence. This problem can-

not be solved in some cases, but sometimes the problem

may be simpli�ed. In very thin �lms the average crys-

tallite linear size usually diminishes when �lm thickness

decreases. In this case a h(d) function may be introduced:

h(d) = h

0

[1�exp(�d=h

0

)], where h

0

is the surface rough-

ness amplitude in an in�nitely thick �lm (d ! 1).The

�tting precision may be increased when the next substi-

tution is introduced h

0

= D=2, where D is the average

grain diameter in a su�ciently thick �lm. The parame-

ter D may be found as a result of electron microscope or

electron di�raction investigations. In this case the �tting

parameter h is not needed and the general expression

analogous to (8) is as follows:

�(d) = (d=L) �

L

Z

0

f2�[d(x)g

� f2d+D[1� exp(�2d=D)] sin(2�x=L)g

�1

dx

The function h(d) which depends on thickness weakens

a sharp rising of resistivity when thickness d approaches

h

0

. Fig. 2 is given to illustrate the di�erences between

the T{T{P model and the models proposed in this pa-

per. One can see that for the T{T{P model � asymptot-

ically approach 1 as d ! 0. The thickness dependence

of � calculated by expression (8) rises to � ! 1, when

d ! h

0

. The calculations carried out with the help of

expression (10) gave us an intermediate result.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The basic models for the electron transport in thin

metal �lms were analysed. The combined quasiclassical

model of the charge transport in very thin continuous

polycrystalline �lms has been developed. In the frame-

work of the proposed model the approximate equations

which are useful to experimental data explanation have

been suggested. Quantum transport theories in metal-

lic �lms developed in recent years (for example, [16{19])

give the same results for the electron transport in contin-

uous metallic �lms, as the theory presented above. The

advantage of the quasiclassical model is a possibility to

account in addition for the grain boundary scattering

contribution to the total relaxation time.
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KVAZ�KLASIQN� MODEL� �VIW PERENOSU ZAR�DU

V TONKIH METALEVIH PL�VKAH

Z. V. Stas�k

F�ziqni� fakul~tet L~v�vs~kogo der�avnogo un�versitetu �men� �vana Franka

vul.Dragomanova, 50, 290005, L~v�v, UkraÝna.

Proanal�zovano osnovn� teoretiqn� model� klasiqnogo rozm�rnogo efektu v tonkih metalevih pl�vkah.

Zaproponovano novu model~ opisu �viw perenosu v tonkih pol�kristal�qnih pl�vkah. Zrobleno pripu-

wenn�, wo pol�kristal�qna pl�vka skladat~s� z kristal�t�v, �k� formu�t~ xar neodnor�dnogo popereq-

nogo perer�zu. Ampl�tuda poverhnevih makroskop�qnih neodnor�dnoste� sum�rna �z seredn�m rad�usom kri-

stal�t�v. U ramkah c�Ý model� vi�vilos~ mo�livim ne lixe opisati poverhneve ta zernome�ove rozs��nn�

nos�Ýv zar�du v pol�kristal�qn�� pl�vc�, ale � tako� zd��sniti oc�nku seredn~ogo znaqenn� parametra po-

verhnevih neodnor�dnoste�. Oder�an� virazi vikoristano dl� po�snenn� eksperimental~nih danih.
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